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Apple looks like it's having a not-so Merry Christmas. Analysts have lowered iPhone X shipment projections for the first
quarter of next year, .... Analysts lowered iPhone X shipment projections for the first quarter of next year, citing signs of
lackluster demand at the end of the holiday .... Shares of Apple Inc., as well as those of some its suppliers, fell Tuesday after
analysts lowered their shipment projections for the iPhone X for .... Apple Inc. looks like it's having a not-so Merry Christmas.
Analysts have lowered iPhone X shipment projections for the first quarter of next year, .... Analysts have lowered iPhone X
shipment projections for the first quarter of next year, citing signs of lackluster demand at the end of the holiday .... Several
analysts have lowered their estimates for iPhone X shipments in the past few weeks, citing the high price of the device and other
factors .... Analysts lowered iPhone X shipment projections for the first quarter of next year, citing signs of lackluster demand
at the end of the holiday .... Analysts cut iPhone X shipment forecasts, citing lukewarm demand Original Article: .... Analysts
have lowered iPhone X shipment projections for the first quarter, citing signs of lackluster demand at the end of the holiday
shopping .... (FinancialPress) — Apple Inc. (AAPL) didn't have the merriest of Christmases, as analysts gave the company's
iPhone X shipment forecasts a significant cut on ...

Analysts Cut iPhone X Shipment Forecasts, Citing Lukewarm Demand ... Her iphone is always full (it got to the point last week
where she couldnt' even receive .... Analysts cut Apple iPhone sales forecasts on supplier woes ... The investment bank said it
sees 6 per cent fewer iPhone shipments in fiscal year ... prices, driven by the introduction of the iPhone X last year and, most
recently, .... The iPhone X isn't selling as well as expected, and analysts are racing to downgrade their shipment forecasts for the
$1,000 phone over the .... Analysts have lowered iPhone X shipment projections for the first quarter of next year, citing signs of
lackluster demand at the end of the holiday shopping .... According to Bloomberg, analysts have lowered iPhone X shipment
projections for the first quarter of next year, citing signs of lackluster demand at the end of the .... Sinolink Securities analyst
Zhang Bin said in a report Monday that handset shipments in the period may be as low as 35 million, or 10 million .... Apple Inc.
looks like it's having a not-so Merry Christmas. Analysts lowered iPhone X shipment projections for the first quarter of next
year, citing signs of .... Atheer – External Sources. Analysts have lowered iPhone X shipment projections for the first quarter of
2018, due to signs of lackluster demand at the end of the .... Bloomberg -------- Apple Inc. looks like it's having a not-so Merry
Christmas. Analysts have lowered iPhone X shipment projections for the first quarter of next year .... TF International
Securities analyst Ming-Chi Kuo cut his iPhone shipment guidance by 10% on indications that coronvirus is affecting Apple's ...
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